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October 2017 Vigil

During our final judge-

Thank you all who attended October’s Procession for Life, you are all
such devoted Helpers! Special thanks to St. Vincent de Paul who
hosted the Helpers of God’s Precious Infants event, and Fr. Voitus
who led this beautiful prayerful procession. Please mark your
calendar’s for the next Helpers of God’s Precious Infants Procession
for Life!

ment when God asks you,
“What did you do when
my children were being
destroyed? Were you

there?”
—Msgr. Philip Reilly

http://www.helpersbrooklynny.org/

http://charlottehelpers.com/
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Catholic priests, stand trial for pro-life witness inside abortion mill
ALEXANDRIA, Virginia, November 20, 2017 (LifeSiteNews)
– Six pro-life activists, including two Catholic priests,
walked free today after facing obstruction of justice and
trespassing charges for refusing to leave an abortion facility
waiting room.
The pro-life activists were found guilty of trespassing and
each given a $500 suspended fine. If they don’t trespass
inside the abortion facility for the next year and maintain
good behavior, the fine will be waived. They were found not guilty of obstruction of justice.
Inside that waiting room on September 15, 2017, they gave pregnant women roses and
encouraged them to choose life. Police removed the activists from the facility, Alexandria
Women’s Health Clinic, as they passively resisted arrest. The activists called this a “Red Rose
Rescue.” It was because they passively resisted arrest, requiring wheelchairs to haul them
out of the abortuary, that the pro-life activists were charged
with obstruction of justice.
One of the priests, Father Fidelis Moscinski of the Franciscan
Friars of the Renewal (CFR), told presiding Judge Donald
Paddock that he would not pay any fines because he considers
them unjust, and would similarly consider any jail time to
which he was sentenced “illegal.”
“I consider this Court’s judgement of me as guilty invalid and therefore
any subsequent incarceration illegal,” he said.
Appearing in Alexandria General District Court alongside Fr. Fidelis
were his co-rescuers, Father Stephen Imbarrato of Priests for Life, Joan
Andrews Bell, Julia Haag, Bonnie Borel Donahue, and Joan McKee.

Fr. Fidelis is a soft-spoken, gentle, serene friar who wears sandals
without socks year-round as part of his religious habit (Fr. Fidelis led
the Charlotte March for Life a few years ago, he also attends
most of Monsignor Reilly’s vigils with him). Read the rest of the article here
http://www.helpersbrooklynny.org/
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Former abortionist opens massive pro-life clinic
Former abortionist opens massive pro-life clinic, praises Jesus as ‘the great physician’
FAIRFAX, Virginia, March 28, 2017 (LifeSiteNews) – One
of the country's largest free-standing pro-life OB/GYN
clinics moved this month to a bright new facility where it
provides a full range of life-affirming women's healthcare
regardless of insurance or ability to pay.
On Saturday, Arlington Bishop Michael Burbidge blessed
the new offices of Tepeyac OB/
GYN, formerly Tepeyac Family
Center, and its charitable arm
Divine Mercy Care. The massive new facility has 12 exam rooms, a
large sonography space, administrative offices, and a sky-lit waiting
room. It shares a building with other medical offices and is close to
INOVA Fair Oaks Hospital, where its doctors deliver babies.
The light, airy atmosphere of Tepeyac's new offices adds to "the
surroundings of real healing [and] real integration," Dr. John
Bruchalski told LifeSiteNews. Bruchalski committed abortions during his medical residency
but had a change of heart after he says he heard the voice of the Blessed Virgin Mary
imploring him to stop. The new space is "a perfect
complement to not only helping people find good options
in behavior and in health and with their families" but
also showing patients "that there’s light and that there’s
joy and that there’s clarity," said Bruchalski.
The new space is "a perfect complement to not only
helping people find good options in behavior and in
health and with their families" but also showing patients
"that there’s light and that there’s joy and that there’s
clarity," said Bruchalski. "The emphasis of pro-life
medicine ... has always been bringing Jesus Christ back as the divine physician. That’s what
we call restorative or restoration in medicine. It’s a Renaissance. It’s actually a renewal. And
only Jesus Christ can do that," said Bruchalski. "We wanna be instruments of mercy." View

rest of article here
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A Letter From Our Founder
During the course of the Jubilee Year the Helpers have, as we have always done, performed the works of mercy called
for by Pope Francis. The Helpers Apostolate, since its’ founding in 1989, has extended God’s mercy to vulnerable
women and their children through prayer, direct financial aid and other support. We are willing to help any woman we
encounter who is willing to accept and nurture her child. This, of course, means the expenditure of quite of bit of
money, and over the last 27 years donations and a few outright grants have sustained this vital ministry. Readers of
this newsletter know that I have rarely, if ever, asked directly for donations. At this time, however, I am making an
appeal for your help financially. I am being inundated with requests for financial aid from many women in Brooklyn and
Queens who have chosen to keep their children. Besides baby clothes, wipes, and the like many need help with the
rent on their apartments. As you may know, New York City is one of the most expensive cities to live in in the world.
The main reason for that is the extraordinary rents people must pay to have shelter. I find it impossible to say no to
these women when they come to me, knowing how precious their child is to God. As we read in the Letter of St. James
we must be doers of the word, not just hearers. I believe with every fiber of my being that helping these women is
essential to the Helpers Apostolate by showing that we love both the child and the mother of that child. I am very
vigilant in keeping my own personal expenses to a minimum, for example flying coach whenever possible on my trips
to establish or encourage Helpers affiliates in various cities and countries throughout the world. As people who know
me will tell you, my only non-essential expense is my pet parakeet BJ, and he does not eat much. Whenever I have to
fly I use my own personal funds. I am asking that you prayerfully consider a donation to keep the Helpers going.
The Helpers do not receive funds from the Diocese of Brooklyn, so I must reach out to you. I thank you for whatever
contribution you feel comfortable in making. May God bless you for all that you do for His precious infants. Very often in
the press we read or hear that pro-lifers are only interested in the baby and do not care at all for the mother and the
problems that may lead her to contemplate abortion. Nothing, of course, could be further from the truth. We are
engaged in life saving and evangelization. When Pope St. John Paul II called for a “New Evangelization” by the church
he envisioned an evangelization new in ardor, in expressions, and in method. The Helpers are very arduous in their
commitment to life; they are praying and counselling in front of abortion mills. Our expressions of the faith are not all
that new, but we are bringing back the best of the old; the Helpers prayer book includes The Precious Blood Way of the
Cross, several litanies, and all 20 mysteries of the rosary. The Helpers method was totally new at the time it was first
adopted. Most pro-lifers at the time were engaged in civil disobedience, blocking doors to abortion business, and
getting arrested for destroying property when the Helpers were founded. We found a new and better way: the way of
prayer, counselling, and bringing Jesus to the place where He most wants to be, on the streets of our cities. The
gratitude I have received over the years for bringing the love of Christ to vulnerable women astounds me. Recently I
received a phone message from a woman who decided for life who was crying tears of joy that her child was born. I
have been approached repeatedly over the years by extremely grateful women and their now grown children who
would have never been born without the assistance of the Helpers.
Until we meet at Calvary,

Msgr. Philip J. Reilly
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